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APPROVED:
)WALTER RO MAChief In Parts I and 2 of this report we studied the effect of multipath on the heightfinding capabilities of an air-search raidar. In this portion. we will consider the effects of a radonme on the raditnition pattern.
We showed previously that, in the absence of tiny radome or niultipath, the magnetic field in tWe Frauaihoter zone of an arbitraryrfetrcn ewitna 
A
ribs significantly influence the radiation pattern, and the effect of the radorne panels and bolts can be neglected. For purposes of calculation, we have found it convenient to approximate the rib structure by one which is periodic, as shown in Figure 2 , The coordinates v, and n are defined in Figure 3 . In order to calculate the effect of the radome on the radiation field we employ the equivalent current method. 2 In this method, we calculate the field scattered by each radome rib and then approximate that rib by a current sheet Miich produces the same radiation field. This current sheet is then projectet' back onto the reflector, so that the net reflector surface current Is the original surface current plus the surface currents due to all the radome ribs projedted onto the aperture. Therefore, in place of Eq. (1) 
In the next section, we will discuss the calculation of the equivalent current density K.
Let us consider a radome rib and assume that (clue to the reflector) there is somle field E incident upon it, which we can decompose onto components 0: and Iwhch are respectively parallel and transverse to tie long dimension of tile rib. The results for P' and P t are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . n n Although we will not use them in this report we hiave also calculated Pn and Pn for a frequency of 3 GH,. These results are in Tables 3 and 4 . Once the quantities P i and P 1 are known it can be shown that the scattered n n electric field E is given by
Now the scattered electric field due to a current element I is
Therefore upon equating Eqs (11) and (10) we can obtain the equivalent current which results in the scattered field E s We get~~1
2 Ja (4 1) J" (NaOtIjj!L= n 1
We now must express the electric field components UII and U. which are incident at the leading edge (v = 0) of the rib in terms of the fields on the reflector.
If the rib is in the near zone of the aperture, it is reasonable to approximate the electric field at the rib by the electric field reflected by the dish. This is the negative of the electric field which is incident on the reflector from the feed horn.
where H H is the quantity which appears in the integral in Eq (1).
Therefore we can use Eq (1i6) in Eq (15) to write
inally, upon realizing that Eq (1) represents the scattered field by a reflector with surface current 2 (6iH ) and using Eq (17) we can identify K as N IA
it01
Now since the air-seare1i reflector system is horizontally polarized. we therefore set 
IWE TI'S
By using the results derived in the previous sections, we have modified the computer program discussed in Parts 1 and 2 of this report. so as to include the effect of the radome, Figure 5 shows the effect of the radome or; the element pattern of the reflector, that is, no multipath and secondary horn absent. The reader will note that, over the angles of interest (that is. -10 -10°) for the studies done in Part 2, there is a negligible change in the radiation pattern. Using this now program, we have recomputed some of the results for altitude error presented'in Part 2, and have found that for the L-band system there is no discernihle rhangs in the altitude error, that is, the altitude error plots with and without the radome are approximately the same. 
